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TOWARDS FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS OF THE 
TAtfTOLOCY PROBLEM 
This p:rpzr ~tudirs the prcrblet,l of *csting Baokan validity in polynomial time. A 
number rtf hithcrro trnnoticed elegant properties of Boolean expressions arc established 
m Scvtion 3 IO yield g:cnerally more cfficicnt methods for many expr&ons. Combinatorial 
mrr~rhrrtrrm~ concermng rhe tautology problem are proved in Section 4. Special partial 
m&trds are dcuatoprd m SWionr 6 and 7 v hi& yield efficient solutions to two sets of 
hard csnrtrplc~ which it~+~~t csistmg methods in the literature. t:inally, two general ap- 
prodm in Ftmn~ of S~ZC c~lcttiationo and composite rxptcssions with symbolic abbrevi- 
;~tions wIt~<h XC under tnvcstigation are bricily inr!icated in Section 7, 
For many purposes, the vague notion of a “feasible” (or “quick”) 
methorl of computation has come to be identified with the sharper con- 
~cpt ot’ c~r~~~~t,~tabi~ity in polynomial time. A given infinite set of prob- 
lems is ~~rn~~~table in polynomial time if there is a polynomial f’such 
that for each problem (whose expression is) of length II, the problem is 
answered in G pw? steps (or equivalently, there is a fixed N, such that 
the probtem is answered in GP+’ steps). if there is no polynomial bound, 
then, for cv~ry general method, there are infinitely many n, such that 
the decisions of6some problem of length 12 requires more than polynomial 
time (e.g. 3 2QJ”). In that case, it is widely accepted that the set of pro- 
blems has no feasible general so’fution. 
When we consider the familiar “tautology problem” of quickly decid- 
ing whether a Boolean or truth-functional expression is valid (or tautolo- 
gous), we now have a sharper formulation, viz. can this be done univer- 
satly in p~~yno~~?~aI time or does every genera1 method require exponen- 
tiaf {ime Car an infinite number of special cases? While in some sense the 
ar~‘;t of ~r~rh~fu~~c~~~~n~~ expressions has been intensively studied, it is 
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our opinion that, with regard to the complexity of decision procedures, 
the area remains wide open and not enough results have been obtained 
thus far even to warrant a conjecture as to the answer to this general 
question. In what follows, we shall, apart from briefly smveying familiar 
techniques, list a number of new results which illustrate the type of 
closer examination that can be made. 
A rather surprising development is t l'~e result of  Cook [ 11 and Karp 
[8] according to which marly familiar combinatorial problems are de- 
monstrably of the same degree of complexity as the tautology problem, 
i.e. they are all P-reducible (polynomial-reducible) to one another (in 
particular, if any one set of problems has a feasible general solution, then 
all do). This result naturally broadens the range of people to whorl the 
tautology problem is of interest. 
We digress to clarify a point which is slightly confusing to those who 
are not familiar With certain technical terminology. This relates to the 
use of nondeterministic Turing machil~es which play a role in Cook's 
proofs. While an algorithm gives a string of steps, a nondeterm,~:aistlc 
machine gives a tree structure and behaves like a proof proc~aure rather 
than a decision procedure. A set of problems belongs to P if there is a 
general algt~ritfim which solves every problem in polyncmia', time; it be- 
longs to NP if there is a nondeterministic "method" with :, polynomial 
f such that fo; each problem of length n, there i: a path in the solution 
tree (a shortesL proof) which is no longer than f(n). ,,~,_,k's theorem 
says that every set of problems belonging to NP is P-reducible to the 
tautology problem. This inlplies that if any of the P-equivalent combi- 
natorial problems (centered around the tautolt, g', ?roblem) is in P, then 
P = NP. In fact, it is currently the common practice to lefer to each of 
the equivalent problems by the general consequence: Is P = NP? 
It is obvious that P is closed under complementation, i.e., !f A is in P 
then its complement is also in P, since a decision procedure gives a yes 
or no answer to each individual question. It is by no means obvious 
that NP is also closed under complementation. I  fact, whether this is 
so has been shown (in [2]) to be equivalent to the existence of a quick 
proof system for tautologies. This relates to a distinction which is some- 
what complex. The satisfiable Boolean expressions are directly seen to 
be in NP, because, given a Boolean expression H, we can eliminate its k 
(say) variables one by one and form a binary tree. And H is satisfiable if
and only if there is a branch (of length k) which gets the value true. But 
it is an open question whether the tautologies also belong to NP, i.e., 
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whether they possess even a quick proof system. Present knowledge does 
not exclude the r~ossibility that the former is in NP (but not in P) and 
the latter is not even in NP. But if the former is in P, so is the latter. 
Moreover, if the tautology problem is not in NP (and therefore not in 
P), then the satisfiability problem is not in P and hence P :g NP. For the 
purpose of this paper which works towards establishing P = NP, we shall 
justifiably disregard the subtle distinction. 
Our purpose is to work toward finding a quick decision procedure for 
Boolean validity. We shall in this paper confine our attention to several 
partial methods and not attempt to ~rganize the different methods into 
an organic whole, but rather leave open the detailed instructions on the 
exact order in which they are t¢~ be (repeatedly) applied. In particular, 
we shall offer quick solutions to a revelatory infinite set of examples 
from Tseitin [ 10~, which demonstrably defeats familiar general methods. 
The main results in this paper include the substitution theorem (3.2), 
the sepa,ation theorem (3.3), and the decomposition theorem (3.6); the 
ge~cial combinatorial lemma 4.6 and lemma 4.8 on size calculations; 
as well as the several partial decision procedures in Sections 6 and 7.. 
Two more comprehensive and more sophisticated methods are briefly 
indicated in Section 7, but we are obliged to postpone systematic ex- 
plorations and expositions of these methods until a future occasion. 
2. A brief overview with some general observations 
The general problem is to decide whether an arbitrary truth-functional 
expression isvalid (or satisfiable or contradictory). The familiar connec- 
tives are: not, and, or, only if, exclusive or, if and only if (iff). Of these, 
"p only if q" is the same as "not p or q"; "p (exclusive) or q" is the 
same as "p iff ~/". Hence, we may confine our attention to not, and, on 
iff. It is common to eliminate iff also, but this is not always desirable 
because iff has mar,,y elegant properties and its elimination gives way to 
quite complex expressions in temps of not, and, or. Given the choice of 
connectives, there is also the question of the extent o which normal 
forms are to be used ill our investigation. 
• The two most familiar normal forms are the conjunctive and the dis- 
junctive, in terms of not, and, or. For example, an expression is in con- 
junctive normal tbrm if it is a conjunction of disjunctions of literals (i e. 
variables and their negations). A first observation is that the validity of 
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an expression in conjunctive normal form can always be tested quickly 
because it is valid only if every disjunction in it is valid (i.e., there is 
some variable p such that both p and ~ appear in it). Symmetrically, 
satisfiability of an expression in disjunctive normal form can be tested 
quickly. We recall that an expression A is valid if and only if its negation 
,4 is not satisfiable (i.e. contradictory). Rather tile ope~ problem for ex- 
pressions in conjunctive (resp. disjunctive) form is to text quickly wheth- 
er it is satisfiable or contradictory (resp. valid). This familar observation 
illustrates the fact that we cannot assume without additional argument 
that expressions are given in any normal form, because, for example, the 
question of testing validity quickly of arbitrary expressions i ,,:duced 
to the question whether converting an arbitrary expression into the con- 
junctive normal form can be done in polynomial time. 
It is pointed out in [I0] that we can, by suitably introduci~g new 
variables, quickly tuna an expression A into an expression B in di~unc- 
tive form such that A is valid if and only if B ix. Theretore, if we ~rc 
studying validity, we can confine our attention to expressions in dis- 
junctive form. Similarly, we can assume xpressions turned into con- 
junctive normal form when studying satisfiability. In fact, we shall 
sometimes make such an assumption, 'although we use also other tbrms 
and even when we begin with only expressions of a given normal form, 
we shall not always adhere to the form in the process of transforming 
the expressions. 
Suppose we ,,re to decide generally whether a given expression is
valid. (Similarly~ if we were to decide satisfiability.l For this ptwpose, 
we are jursti!'ied in applying any rule which preserves validity. This means 
that we can transform A into B provided the general rule assures us that 
either A and B are both valid or neither of them is valid. It is not neces- 
sary that A and B be equivalent in the sense that they contain the same 
variables and become true under exactly the same assignment of truth 
values to the variables. Clearly this fact permits greater freedom in de- 
signing rules to simplify an expression. 
Given an expression in disjunctive normal form, the question of its 
validity amounts to asking whether the clauses jointly cover the whole 
truth table. An expression is in cammical disjunctive normal form if all 
the variables in the expression occur exactly once in each clause (a con- 
junction of literals). For such expressions, there is no difficulty in de- 
ciding quickly (i.e. in polynomial time) whether it is valid. Each cl~lusc 
represents a row in the truth table and we only have to check whether 
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all the rows are there. A disjunctive normal forr~ that is not canonical 
is more economical in thai each clause may cover many rows. For ex- 
ample, i fp j ,  ..., Pn are all the variables, the clause Pl P2 covers 2"+ 2 
rows in the truth table (viz., all the rows in which pl gets 1 and P2 gets 
0, no matter what values are assigned to P3, -.., P,). Ge~erally, an expres- 
sion in disjunctive normal tbrm is much shorter than its canonical form 
and may require exponentiation i the expansion. Hence, the obvious 
suggestion of expanding an expression into the canonical form does not 
help. In fact, the problem is to work directly with more economical re- 
presentations and determine, without exponential explosion, whethm- 
they cover r, tle whole truth table. 
We review briefly some of the. familiar rules and methods for testing 
Boolean validity (or, symmetrically, satisfiability or contradictorines:~). 
2r ] 7"h{' trutf+ table tnethod 
Given any expression A in disjunctive form containing the variables 
Pl ..... p,,  we list all +.he 2" possible ways of assigning 0 or 1 to each vari- 
able as rows in a table, and determine whether each row is covered by 
some clause in A. A is valid if and only if all rows are coverea. For ex- 
ample, p~ii2 cover the 2 n 2 rows in which Pl gets 1 and P2 gets 0. It is 
easily seen that when this method is applied mechanically, the test gen- 
erally requires exponential time. For instance, if A is P lv  ... v p,,, this 
method would still require the listing of the 2" rows. 
2 2. 5~.ne Jamiliar rules o.! simplification 
2.2.1. Subsumpti~m. If A is an expression in disjunctive form, and a 
clause B subsumes a clause C (i.e. ever), literal in C occurs in B), we can 
drop B. ('all the result A*. If A* is valid, then of course A is. On the 
other ha~d, every assignment making A true also makes A* true, be- 
cause if it makes B true it also makes (' true and otherwise it makes a 
clause true which c, ccurs in both A and A* 
2+ 2 2. fbctorizatio++. Any two clauses pB and liB can be simplified to B. 
2.2. 3. 57ngle literal clauses. When a disjunctive xpression A is p v B(p), 
reduce it to B(0k when it isfi v B(p), reduce it to B(1). Thus, when p 
gets 1+ p v BU~) is true and can be dropped; when p gets 0, we have 
0 v Bl0) wllich is the same as B(0), 
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2.2.4. Variable.; .'n partial state. Given an expression in the disjunctive 
form, if a variab!~ (p say) occurs only positively or only negatively, we 
can drop all c!au:~es containing it (i.e. p or p) without affecting validity. 
Consider, for example, a formula A v B such that neither p nor/ /occurs 
in A, and each clause in B contains p (bin none contains j0). We see that 
A vB is valid if and only ifA is. Of course, ifA is valid, then ,4 vB is. 
Suppose now A is not valid, There is then an assignment to all variables 
in A (not including p since by hypothesis neither p nor p occurs in A) 
such that A comes out false (has the value 0). Use the same assignment 
and in addition assign 0 to p. Then all the clauses in B get 0, and, there- 
fore, A v B gets 0. The variable p is said to be in partial state and the 
general rule could be described simply by sayir?, that it can be eliminated 
without branching (just replace its occurrences by 0). 
This rule and the following method of variable elimination were first 
observed independently in [5] and [31. The first paper also defines varia- 
bles in partial state for expressions not in normal form and containing iff. 
2.3. The method o f  variable eZimination 
Given an expression A(p) containing a variable p and its negation p, 
two new exp essions are tbrmed. In one, p is replaced by 1 : in the other, 
0. The expres:don A(p) is valid if and only if the conjunction of A(1) 
and A(0) is valid. In terms of the truth table, the elimi~,ation splits the 
table in two. if the expression A is in disjunctive form, l~ is generally of 
the form Bp v (~ v R. And the result of the split is (B v R)(C v R), or, 
alternatively, BC v R. When we eliminate the variables one by one, we 
finally reach a simple evaluation of an expression with a single variable. 
There are different ways of applying this method. First, ~he order in 
which the different variables are eliminated makes a differe,lce to the 
speed. Second, tbr each variable eliminated, the familiar practice is to 
multiply out the conjunction BC and return BC v R to an expression in 
the disjunctive form; in more sophisticated applications, we may choose 
to retain the composition clause BC. Third, there is a choice whether to 
simplify or consolidate the result at each stage by rules such as those 
listed under 2.2 above. It should be noted that the immediate advantage 
of sucb simplifications i  often deceptive in that other reductions are 
thereby blocked. 
Basically this method involves a successive test with tht~ truth table. 
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When we can examine an expression only a part at a time (tbr example, 
if it derives from an Herbrand expansion), a technique is developed in 
[ 71 which permits uccessive elimination of variables without duplicating 
earlier work done. Variables in partial state are treated in a ,~;pecial way. 
2.4. The method o f  consensus or resolution 
This concept of consensus was first introduced in the context of min- 
imizing representations of a given truth function. The consensus of two 
clauses contradicting each other at exactly one variable is the conjunc- 
tion of the two clauses with the variable and its negation deleted. For 
example, pr~ is the consensus c fpqr  and pqs. The possibility of using 
this operation to tes~ validity is mentioned in [6]. In the most elemen- 
tary tbrm, the consensus method is applied to an expression A in dis- 
jtmctive form in the R)llowing manner. Form all possible consensi of 
the clauses in A : add the new clauses and continue untill either (1) we 
have obtained two clauses p and p, for some variable p, or (2) we have 
not reached (1) but no more new consensi can be formed. In case (1), 
A is valid; in case (2), A is not valid. 
The dual of forming the consensus of two clauses is the familiar "cut 
rule": from B v p and p v C, infer B v ('. When we begin with an expres- 
sion A in conjunctive normal form, we can test whether A is contradic- 
tory by making all possible applications of the cut rule to all clauses at 
each stage until either we reach two conclusions p and jO for some vail- 
able p or, failing that, can no longer apply the cut rule to get any new 
clauses. This is commonly referred to as the resolution method and attri- 
buted to Robinson [91, which introduces the term "resolution principle" 
to refer to a related way of testing Herbrand expansions in the predicate 
calculus. B v C is said to be the resolvent o fp  v B and ~-v C. 
The method of variable limination is related to the method of con- 
sensus (or resolution) in a fairly direct manner. Consider an expression 
A in disjunctive torm containingpl ..... p,,. Consider first those clauses 
containing Pl or Pl- We can put A in the tbrm 
Bpl v(pt vR . 
On the one hand, if we eliminate Pl, we get, as noted before, the result 
BC v R .  Let D be the disjunctive normal form of BC. On the other hand, 
if we take all the consensi with regard to Pz and i~i~, the result is also D. 
Afler adding all the consensi relative to p~, the whole expanded expres- 
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sion is Bpl v Cl3~ v D v R. Later on, we shall prove the "'substitution 
theorem" accgrding to which Bpt and Cp I can be deleted after D is 
added. In that case, the parallelism between the methods of consensus 
and variable elimination is fairly direct. 
2.5. The clause elimination theorem [61 
In forming the consensus ofpA and pB. irA and B arc not consistent 
(e.g. if they are/tC and qD), the consensus i useless. Therefore, it is 
natural to restrict the process to cases where two clauses E and 1-contra- 
dict each other in exactly one variable (p say): in that case we say that p 
in E complements/7 in F. Using this concept, one can state the clause 
elimination theorem which specifies a fundamental property of valid ex- 
pressions in disjunctive nonnM form. 
2.5. I. Theorem. Giren an ~'.vpression i dis/totctire m~rmal.form. ~m)' 
clause which contains a literal not complemented (by its Opl~sitc in any 
other clause) can be dropped, withottt loss o[" validity. 
When no more clauses can be dropped by this theorem, the result is 
called a closed residue in which every literal in every clause is comple- 
mented. When all clauses are dropped by the theorem, we say there is 
no closed resid~:e and the original expression is seen to be nonvalid. On 
the other hand, there are also closed residues which are not valid. An 
examl:le is the disjunction of pq, pq, pr, pr, qr. qr. 
We emphasize that the process of finding the closed residue of any 
expression in the disjunctive form can be done quickly by using "re- 
gisters" which list all the relations of complementation. Consider. tor 
example, the disjunction of the first five clauses above. Only a small 
amount of work is necessary to make the following register. 
(1) ~2) (3) (4) (5) 
p(4);q(5) /)(3);q p(2) ; r  p(1):r(5) q~li ,  k(4) 
Since q in (2) and r in (3) are not complemented, we can delete (2) and 
(3). The remaining three clauses iL~rm a closed residue, la general, the 
deletio,i of clauses would entail the deletion of all references ~o these 
deleted clauses and there would be repeated eletions. But it is clear 
the procedure is not slow. 
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We note that Theorem 2.5.1 gener',dizes the previous remark about 
variables in partial state in a pleasing way and is clearly useful in simpli- 
lying expressions in disjunctive form. After such clauses are eliminated, 
we can try to separate the resulting expression into parts if the relation 
of complementation is weak or nonexistent between parts of the ex- 
pression. Several separation theorems along such a line can be proved. 
Whether such separations are possible or not, we can also begin to add 
consensi with the additional method that generally the original clauses 
can be dropped after sufficiently many consensi are added. An exact 
ibrmulation of the possibilities will be given by the substitution theorem 
to be proved in the next section. 
3. Some basic properties of Boolean validity 
Over the years, we have developed and on occasion lectured on several 
theorems related to the clause elimination theorem and the concept of 
closed residue. These theorems often help the speedy decision of valid- 
ity, reve,d certain nice properties of Boolean expressions, and possess 
fairly interesting proofs. We use this opprtunity to publish these proofs 
tot the first time. 
3 1. Theorem. Ererv expression in canomcal disjunctive form is valid if 
aJzd ol~h (/" it is a ('losed residue. 
Proof. Of course, it" the expression is valid, it is a closed residue since 
every full clause is in it. If a canenical expression is a closed residue, it 
must be valid (and contain all possibilities) by the following argument. 
Being a closed residue, the expression contains at least one clause. We 
wish to show that it contains all the canonical clauses. Suppose first 
that the absolutely positive clause P l ..-P, is missing. Since every clause 
contains the same n variables, every clause Api with an unnegated vari- 
able 1)~ must interact with a clause Apr  Hence, every clause with one 
negated variable must be missing. But then every clause with two nega- 
ted variables must be missing. And so on. Therefore, all clauses must be 
missing. Suppose now some arbitrary clause is missing. In that case there 
must be one clause with one less negated variable missing, one with two 
less negated variables missing, and so on. Hence, the absolutely positive 
clause must be missing. But then all clauses must be missing. Therefore, 
the closed canonical expression must contain all the clauses. [] 
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As we noted before, every valid expression in disjunctive form must 
contain a (nonempty) closed residue, We do not yet get a generally effi- 
cient method because a nonvalid expression may also contain a closed 
residue. But it is always equivalent to a disjunctive xpression ot con- 
taming a c?osed residue and this can often be seen fairly directly. For 
example, while p/t v q/: vp~ is a closed residue, the equivalent expression 
with pt~ replaced by piir v piii: contains no closed residue. We are cur- 
rently studying eneral ways of finding such equivalent expressions quick- 
ly. 
A more substantial result,is the substitution theorem mentioned be- 
fore. The theorem is useful in rendering possible the elimination of vari- 
ables with only local expansion or no expansion at all. It combines well 
with the clause elimination theorem in that they can often be applied 
repeatedly one after the other, because a closed residue often becomes 
open after applications of the substitution theorem. 
3.2. S:Jbstitution theorem. Let A be an expression in the dis/unct ire 
normal  form. I ra  literal a in a clause, say Ba, o ]A  is complemented  by 
its opposi:e a' on ly  in the clcuses C 1 a', .... (~  ', then we can replace 
Ba by BC 1 v ... v BC k, w i thout  af fect ing ralMtty. 
Proof. Obser 'e that if a literal a and its opposite a' occur infrequently 
in A, the vark, ble a (or a') can be eliminated with little or no expansion 
by this theorem because once all occurrences of a are eliminated, the 
clauses containing a' all drop out by the clause elimination theorem. 
Suppose A satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Let A * be the 
result obtained from A by substituting BC 1 v ... v BC k for Ba. Our goal 
is to prove that A is valid if and only if A * is. 
It is relatively easy to prove that if A * is valid, then A is valid. Obvi- 
ously if A* is valid, then A vBC L v ... vBC k is valid, since A* is nothing 
but the last expression with the clause Ba dropped. We need only show 
that A is valid if the last expression is. This follows from the known 
fact that adding the consensi BC l . . . .  , BC  t to A does not affect validity. 
The proof of this fact is as follows. Each B() (i = i ..... k) implies 
Bav Cia' because i fBC i gets the value l then Bav Cia' becomesa va' 
which always has the value 1. Therefore, it can never happen that B(]. 
gets the value 1 but Bav Cia' does not get the value 1. Hence, if 
A v BC I v ... v BC k is valid, then A is also valid. Therefore, A is valid if 
A* is. 
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We proceed to show that A* is valid if A is~ Suppose the clause Ba is 
b I ... bma, so that B is b I ... bm. Our strategy is to break up both A and 
A* into 2 m expressions with the subscripts 1 to 2 m , by considering all 
the 2 m possible truth values (0 or 1) which b I , ..., b m can take. In particu- 
lar, we take A l and A t to be the results obtained when b l, ..., b m all 
get the value 1. Clearly A is valid if and only i fthe conjunction of A i, -.-, 
A2m is; similarly with A* and A~', * 2 m, ..., A2m. For 2 < i ~< at least one 
of b I ..... b m gets the value 0, so that B gets the value 0. Hence, the 
clause Ba in A and the clauses BCI ,  ..., BCt~ in A* all drop out. As a 
result, A i and A* are the same for ~11 i, 2 <~ i ~< 2 m . Hence, all we have 
to establish is that A ~ is valid if A l is. Since b I, --., bm all get the value 
1, the clause B in A 3 becomes a. Similarly, the clauses BC l , ..., BC  k in 
A ~ become C 1 ..... C k. Hence, A ~' differs from A l only by containing 
C~ v ... v (~ in place of the clause a. 
Suppose A I is a v D(a). Then A ~ is C l v... v C k v D(a). If A l is valid, 
then D(0) is valid, because we can transform A l into the conjunction of 
1 v D(1) and 0 v D(0) which is simplified to D(0). The remaining task is 
to prove that A ~' is valid if D(0) is. For this it is sufficient o show that 
all clauses of D(0) are contained in A ~. Of course the only clauses which 
would make a difference are those containing a or a'. All clauses in A l 
which contain a get dropped in D(0), because a gets the value 0. The 
cl~.uses C l a', ..., Cka' which, by hypotheses, appear in A and therefore 
in A l become C~, .... (~ in D(O) and, as we see, are contained in A ~. At 
this point, we come to depend crucially on our original hypothesis that 
('1 a', ..., (i~a' are the only clauses in which a' complements the occur- 
rence of a in the clause Ba in A. This means that while a' may occur in 
other clauses of A, it can only occur together with the opposite of at 
least one of b I , ..., bm. Hence, any other clauses in A which contain a' 
get dropped in A 1 (because bt~ -.., b,n a!l get the value 1) and, therefore, 
do not occur in D(0). Consequently, there cannot be any clause in D(0) 
which does not appear in A] ~. He ace, A ~ is valid if D(0) is; and A~ is 
,,alid if A ~ is. Therefore, A is vali~l if A* is. 
This completes the proof of tt'e substitution theorem. 
We gave some illustrations of applying this theorem together with 
the clause elirr.:nation theorem. 
Consider a disjunction of pi~. l'q, P i~, pr, qr, qr. This is a closed residue 
If we apply 3.2 to p/~ and qJ', we can replace pq by p i  which is redundant. 
By tile clause elimination theorem, we can then also drop q~ and ~r since 
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q and p in them no longer have any complements. Hence, we get a dis- 
junction of/~q, pr, qr. Using 3.2 again on pq and pr, we can replace pq 
by Or, and then drop pr. Hence, we get qr v qr. By the clause elimina- 
tion theorem again, both clauses drop out, and we see that the original 
expression is not valid. 
It is noted in [ 1 ] that every disjunctive xpression can be reduced to 
one in which each clause contains at most three literals. Thus, let A be 
C l v ... v Cm, and ( l be a I ... a t, t > 3. Then et is valid if and only if the 
following expression A' is (with p a new variable). 
pa 3 a t v ~a I a 2 v C 2 v v C;,~ 
Cook does not state his proof of this assertion. One proof is as follows. 
Thus, i fA is valid, so ispa 3 ... a t vf iata z vA. But C l is the consensus 
ofpa 3 ... a t and pala 2. It can be dropped without affecting validity. 
Therefore, A' is valid. On the other hand, i fA '  is valid, we can substi- 
tute a I ... a t for pa 3 ... a t by the substitution theorem and then delete 
~a I a 2 by the clause elimination theorem. Therefore, A is valid. 
It can be seen that the natural tendency in testing wdidity is to 
move from A'  to A, while the reduction to short clauses goes in the op- 
posite direction. Of course, the reduction was not intended for the pur- 
pose of helI~'ing to test validity quickly. 
By the wa/, it is possible to get short closed residues. But ,'hey are 
generally unst ible. For example, pqr  v i~ab v qbc v ra(  is a closed resi- 
due. When we substitute qrab for the first two clauses, the resulting 
three clauses all drop by the clause elimination theorem. 
The importance of the relation of complelnentation is further seen 
from the fact that when parts of an expression do not interact with 
one another, they san be detached from one another: 
3.3. Separation theorem. Let  A v B in the dis/ttnctirc m, 'ma l  /'orm be 
a closed residue. I f  there is m~ comph,mentat io~t relaliopt betwee~z :1 
and B, then ~1 v B is valid iJ'apld only  i f  e ither A i~ valid or B is. There- 
./'ore, in order to determhw the validity o f  A v B. we need on ly  tcs'l :t 
and B separately. 
Proof. Of course A vB is valid if" either A or B is. To pm:e the other 
direction, we shall derive a contradiction from the assul~lption that 
neitherA norB is valid but A vB is valid. 
Le tp l , .  .... p,  be all the variables inA vBand le t  usexp~ndA and 
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Clearly it is more appropriate to apply this theorem when C is short 
compared with the whole expression A v C v B. 
l fA  v C v B is valid, then of course, A l v B 1 ..... A m v B m all are valid. 
By the separation theorem, at least one member  o f  each pair is valid. 
Conversely, if one of each pair is valid, then of  course A 1 v B l, "", 
A m v B m all are valid. If A v C v B were not valid, there would, by 3.5, 
be a gian! term for it. But by definit ion, any giant term G for A v C v B 
must contain as part a giant term for C, i.e., one of  G l, ..., Gm. Suppose 
now G contains G i as part. Then the falsifying assignment for G and 
A v C v B would also falsify A t v B,, contrary to the premiss that A i v B i 
is valid. 
In particular, C may be a single clause (i.e., a conjunct ion of  literals). 
When C has addit ional properties, it is possible to achieve further simpli- 
fications. We give one example. 
3.7. Theorem. Suppose A and B are nonvalid expressions in the disjunctive 
form. A yah v B is a closed residue in which A and B do not interact, 
the literal a interact.s only with A, and b only with B. The expression 
A vab v B is ralid if  and only i f  both A va and B v b are valid. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that CD v E is equivalent to (C v E)(D v E). 
Hence, Avab v B is equivalent o (a vA  vB) (b  vA  vB) .  I rA  vab vB  
is valid, then a v A v B and b v A v B are valid. By the separation theo- 
rem, either a v A or B is valid, and either A or b v B is valid. By hypo- 
thesis, neither A nor B are valid. Therelbre,  both a v A and b v B are 
valia. Conversely, suppose both a v A and b v B are valid. Then a v A v B 
and b v A v B both are valid. Therefore,  A v ab v B is valid. [] 
We cannot directly generalize 3.7, Take A v C v B, a closed residue 
such that neither A nor B is valid, A and B do not interact, and every 
literal in C interacts with A or B but not both. Let C a (respectively C b) 
be the result obtained from C by assigning 1 to all literals interacting 
wi?h B (respectively A). Then A v C a and B v C b are both valid if 
A v C v B is, but the converse is not generally true. 
Thus, if A v C v B is valid, so is A v CaC b v B. So are A v B v C a and 
A v B v Ct,. By the separation theorem, either A v C a or B is valid and 
either A or B v C b is valid. Since neither A nor B is valid, A v C a and 
!t v ('b are both valid. 
To give a counterexample to the converse. Let A be pq, B be rib, C 
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be(pavqb) .A  v C v B is not valid, but l~q v p v q and a v b v ab are 
valid. 
4. Some calculations and classifications 
There are a number of elementary details concerning tile tautology 
problem which call for some elaboration. 'rile vague general formulation 
is to ask whether there is a general method M for which there is a poly- 
nomial P(x) such that, for every Boolean expression E and every posi- 
tive integer n, if E is of length n, then the method M can decide whether 
E is valid or not with fewer steps or less time than P(n). There are prob- 
lems in fixing the universe of Boolean expressions, defining the length 
of an expression, and defining the time or the number of steps required 
for carrying out the general procedure in each case. Fortunately, these 
concepts are relatively stable so that we can make relatively simple 
choices without having to worry about detailed distinctions. 
For example, we can, at least initially, confine our attention to ex- 
pressions in the disjunctive normal form; the length of an expression 
can be identified simply with the number of literals or clauses in the 
expression; the time required for reaching a decision can often be iden- 
tified with t ~e number of clauses generated on the way. One reason 
why it is post;ble to use such simplified measures of complexity is that 
apparently large differences would not turn a polynomial function into 
an exponential one or vice versa. For example, multiplying by a constant 
factor, however large, or mtdtiplying together a fixed number of poly- 
nomials would not lead out of the realm of polynomials. 
A very essential feature of each Boolean expression is the number of 
variables which occur in it. Among all Boolean expressions containing 
n variables, we have the length ranging from the order of n to the order 
of 2 n. Essentially the time required for deciding an expression by the 
truth table method depends only on the number of variables and not 
additionally in any substantial way on the length of the expression. The 
method decides any expression with n variables in what is essentially 
(i.e. within polynomial transformations) 2" steps so that all expressions 
whose length is of the order of 2" can be decided in polynomial time. 
This leads to a simple fundamental observation that for expressions 
with the same number of variables, the longer ones are known to be 
decidable in polynomial time (by the familiar method of truth tables). 
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B to canonical forms A' and B' with respect o Pl,  ..., P,,. It cannot be 
ruled out that A' and B' will have clauses in common. We assume that 
neither A nor B (therefore neither A' nor B') is valid. By 3.1, neither 
A' nor B' can be a closed residue. I fA v B (and therefore A' v B') were 
valid and, therefore, closed residues, then A' and B' must interact. Since 
neither A' nor B' is valid but A' v B' is, there must be some canonical 
clause C in A' not in B' and D in B' not in A'. C and D cannot differ by 
one negation sign only (say Pi and p~), because in that case A and B 
would interact for the following reason. Thus, C and D must come from 
C l and D l by expansion and C l retest not be part o lD  and D ! must not 
be part of C 1 . But then C~ must contain Pi and D~ must contain Pi, and 
there is a relation of complem~ ntation between C I and D 1, contrary to 
the hypothesis. 
We wish to prove generally that if C and D cannot differ by (k - 1) 
or fewer negation signs, then they cannot differ by k negation signs either. 
The conclusion then is that there cannot be canonical clauses C exclusiv- 
ely in A'  and D exclusively in B'. Hence A' v B'  (and therewith A v B) 
cannot be valid. 
Return now to our assumption that A' v B' is valid and that, there- 
fore, there are such clauses (" and D. As induction hypothesis, we assume 
that C and D cannot differ by less than k negation signs. We now suppose 
that they differ by k negation signs. Since renaming variables and in- 
verting variables (i.e., replace Pi by l)i and/)i by Pi throughout the ex- 
pression) do not affect validity, we can assume that 
(" is Pl ... PkPk+l  "" Pt~ , 
D is Pl "'" PkPk+l  "" P~t " 
Since A' v B' includes all canonical clauses, it includes those clauses in 
which exactly one of p~ .... , Pk is negated and Pk+l "', Pn are not ne- 
gated. ('all them E t , ..., E k. By hypothesis, these all belong to both 
A' and B', because they differ from C and D by less than k negation 
signs. Consider E~. viz. fil P2 " ' "  PkPk  +1 "' P," Since it is in A', there 
must be a part E] of E 1 which is a clause in A. Moreover, E' 1 must con- 
tain jJ~, because otherwise E] would be a part of D and D would be in 
A'. Since D is in B ~, there must be a part D' of D which is in B. But D' 
must nct contain Pl, because otherwise Pl in D' would complement P! 
in 1:'], contrary to the hypothesis that A and B do not interact. By anal- 
t ogous argument, E 2, ..., E k must contain parts E~, ..., Ek in A which 
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must contain P2, .... /5 k respectively; moreover, there must be in B a 
part D' of D which does not contain any of P2, .... p~.. Consequently, 
D' is a part of D but does not contain nny o fp  1, .--,Pk- But in that 
case D' is also a part of C. Consequently,, D m~st be a clause in A', which 
is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the separation theorem U 
There are different possible generalizations of the theorem. Roughly 
speaking, if we cannot quite separate an expression (in disjunctive form) 
into two noninteracting parts, we could still adapt the situation to apply 
the separation theorem. We gave two generalizations for illustration. For 
this purpose, we introduce the notion of "giant term" which is also use- 
ful as a means for testing validity. 
3.4. Definition. Let A be an expression in disjunctive form. A disjunction 
G of literals is called a giant term for A if and only if G contains at least 
one literal from each clause of A and does not contain both p and ~ for 
any p. 
3.5. Theorem. An expression A in dis/unctive fb rm is ralM ( land  ottO' i f  
there is no g'qilt term for  it. 
Suppose there is a giant term G for A, say i~ v q vr v ~ v t. We can clearly 
make every literal in G false (say p, s get 1, q, r, t get G). But every clause 
(a conjunction) in A contains a literal from G and is falsified by the as- 
signment. Hence, A is falsifiable and not valid. 
On the other hand, if A is falsifiable, then there is an assignment which 
makes A (and therefore all clauses of A) false. But in that case, there is at 
least one literal in each clause which gets the value 0. When we pick one 
such literal from each clause and delete repetitions (if there are any), we 
get a giant term. 
3.6. Decomposition theorem. Suppose A v (" v B to be a closed residue. 
C not valid, and that A, B do not interact. Suppose G l . . . . .  G m are all 
the giant te rms/or  C and let A 1 v B1, ..., A m v B m be the results ob- 
tained/)'om A v C v B by jalsifving respectirely the giant terms 
GI . . . .  , Gm. Then A v C v B is valid tTand onO' i f  at h'ast one member  
o f  each pair (Ai, B i} (i "- 1 .. . .  , m) is ea6d. 
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tlence, the tautology problem is open only for "short" or "'lean" ex- 
pressions. Let us look at this obs,rrvation a little more closely. 
For any finite set of Boolean expressions, it makes iittle sense to ask 
whether they can be decided in polynomial time. Since these expres- 
sions can be decided in some finite time, say N, they have :dso a trivial 
polynomial bound, viz. the constant N. Moreover, once they have been 
decided in whatever way, we can record the (finitely many) answers and 
"invent" a new method which consists in looking up :lie table of the 
answers. Therefore, it is only with regard to infinite sets of expressions 
that we can meaningfully ask whet;aer a set can be decided in polyno- 
mial time. Moreover, for any reasonable definition of leng~.h, there can 
be no finite bound on the length of an infin!te set of expressions and 
no finite bound on the number of occurring variables. Hence, in order 
to exhibit countere×amples to a given methoo, we are expected to give 
an infinite set S of expressions and an exponential function E(m) such 
thal, for infinitely many values m, there are expressions in S of length 
m which the method ,'~./cannot decide in Jess than E(m) steps. 
Strictly speaking, there is a distinction between exponential and 
larger-than-polynomial functions. One standard efinition of exponential 
function is one of the form K m for some K > 1 ; it is never bounded by 
any polynomial. Lut 2 "-/m and 2 c(l'gm)2 are not polynomial bounded and 
yet not exponential in this serse. We shall deliberately use the term ~ex- 
ponential" loosely to mean al~io just larger-than-polynomial. 
An exponential function E(m) increases faster than any polynomial 
function in the sense that for any polynomial function P(m), there is 
some constant m 0 such that E(m) > P(m) for all m > m0; But there are 
")DI I /'?/ %' t;~l 5%/FFI " ~ different kinds of exponential functions: e .g . ,  , ~l , 2 ,3 , etc .  
For our purpose, it seems reasonable to introduce an order of mag,~i- 
ttJde in the exponential functions. 
4. !. Definition. Two exponential functions E l and E 2 are of  the same 
order of magnitude if there are polynomial functions P1 and P2 such 
that for all nt, PI(EI(m)) > !52(m) and P2(E2(m)) > El(m). 
Using this concept, we can render slightly more exact our observa- 
tion that fat expressions (i.e. long expressions with few variables) are 
known to be decidable i~ polynomial time. To each infinite set S of 
expressions we associate a "density function" d such that d(n) is the 
length of the shortest expression in S with n variables¢ and d(n) is 2 '~ 
if S contains no expression of length n. 
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4.2. Lemma. Let S be ato, infinite set o f  expressions which is truly 
]'at in the sense that its dertsiO, ]imction d(n) is o] the same order o f  
magnitude as 2". Then S is known to be deddabh' iJz polynomial tittle 
(in Jact by the familiar method o f  truth tabh, s). 
It seems reasonable to call a set S of expressions lean if there is a 
polynomial function P(n) such that P(n) is an upper bound of  the 
length of the longest expression ill S with n variables. There would 
then be sets of expressions which are neither lean nor truly fat, see,ng 
that there are functions 2 f(') or k f(') such that f(n)/n -* O, log n/ f  (n) -, O. 
Since these remarks are only mean! to elaborate a fairly simple observa- 
tion, there is no need to pursue the distinction further at this point. 
Consider all expressions in disjunctive form with n variables. We shall 
assume that no clause contains the same literal more than once and 
that no clause contains a variable and its negation. Moreover, the order 
in which different literals occur in a clause is immaterial. Clearly the 
longest clause would contain n literals and there are 2 'z such clauses. 
In tact. there are 2n clauses of  length one: P l, --., P,, P l, .... P , ;  
4n(n - 1 ]/2 clauses of  length 2; 2 k (~) clauses of  length k. Hence, if we 
include al:o one clause of length 0, there are, by the binomial theorem, 
3" possible clauses: 
?1 
(2,~ +y)" = ~ 2k(~.)> 'n kXk . 
k=O 
put x = y = 1, 3" = (2 + 1)" = "k=0"v" -~k~,,,k). 
Alternatively, we are making a selection from n triples {Pi, [)i, 0} 
(i = 1, ..., n). The total number of  possible selections is of course 3". 
Hence, abstractly, we could have an expression D of length 3 n 1, 
viz. a disjunction of all the possible clauses. But by the familiar rule of  
subsumption, one could delete any clause A which contains another 
clause as a part. Therefore, i fD  contains a clause of length k (k < n), the 
2 n-k clauses containing it can be excluded. 
4.3. ~ Lemma. There are 3" -  1 possible clauses with n variables. There- 
fore, there are 2 3n- 1 _ 1 possible expressions in the disjunctive form 
which contain no more than n variables. 
If we think of the truth table, each cause in an expression covers a 
number of  rows. If the clause contains all n variables, it covers a single 
row. In general, i f  t contains k variables, it covers 2" k rows. ] 'he ex- 
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pression is valid, if "all rows are covered (i.e., the expression is true unaer 
• all assignments each specified by a row). The difficulty of deciding val- 
idity is to a large extent due to the fact that rows covered by different 
clauses overlap in various different ways. 
Generally a valid expression cannot be very short relative to the 
length of the clauses. Roughly speaking, there m'~st be certai:a minimal 
number of clauses to cover the whole truth table. We make aa observa- 
tion to illustrate this. 
4.4. Theorem. Let A be a valid expression in disjunctive form such that 
each clause contains k literals a~zd there are altogether n variables, k <~ n, 
There must be at least 2 k clauses in A. 
When k = n, this is obvious, since the only valid expression is the ca- 
nonical di~unction with 2 k clauses. Suppose ~t > k. There are 2 n rows 
in the truth table for the n variables. Since each clause contains k literais, 
it covers 2" ~ rows in the table. Therefore, there must be at least 2 ~ 
clauses because ven without any overlapping at all, we need 2n/2 n-k = 2 k 
clauses to cover all the 2" rows. 
In unpublished work, S.A. Cook has also obtained 4.4 and a general- 
ization as well: 
4.4g. Let A be a valid expression in disjunctive form with m clauses uch 
that the i th clause contains k i literals. Then Z~nl 2 -ki >I 1. 
Generally it is natural to expect better results when n > k, because it 
is inevitab!e that there are overlaprfings. 
A natural question to ask is the maximum length (viz. number of 
clauses) of an expressioz~ in the disjut:ctive normal form with n variables 
when no clause subsumes any other clause in the expression. This 
question does have an exact answer. 
Consider first the simpler case when all clauses in the expression are 
of the same length. Clearly, no clause subsumes any other clause. For 
any k, 1 ~< k ~< n, the total number u(n, k) of possible clauses with k 
?k (n literals is easily seen to be _ ,~:,, which is also the maximum length for 
the set L~ of all expressions in which every clause contains k literals. 
f:Jementary calculation shows that, for a fixed n, the function 2 k (~) of 
k increases as k is roughly below two-thirds of n and then decreases. 
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4.5. I f  2n - I is not a multiple o f  3, then u(n, k) has the max imum i,alue 
when k is" [ 2(n + 1 )/3 ] ; otherwise the max imum is" attained when k is" 
2(n + 1)/3 and (2n -- 1)/3. hi pa~'ticular, i f  H is a mult iple of  3, then the 
max imum is attained when k = 2n/3, and u(n, 2n/3) "-. 3 tt +~/2~(Trn). hl 
general, u(n, k) ~ 2k n'Z/k k (n ..... k) tz- kx/27r. 
Since u(n, k) ~ 2k(~), ul'n k + l)/u(n, k) = 20, k)/(k + 1). But 
1 whenk4(2n  1)/3. Hence, i f2n  -1 is a multiple 2(n ...... k)/(k + l) > > 
of 3, the maximum is tt(n, (2~/ -1) /3)  = u(n, 2(n + 1)/3), otherwise, th~ 
maximum is attained when k = [2(1~ + 1)/3]. In particular, i fn  is a mul- 
tiple of 3, k = [2(n + 1)/3] = 2n/3. 
According to Stirling's formula, 
hi !  ~ mine  " mx/27rm . 
u(n, 2n/3) = 22"/3nr/(2n/3)! (n/3)r 
"- 22"/3n ': e-"x/27rn/(2n/3) 2''/3 e 2,,13 (27r(2tz/3))l/2 (n/3)"/3 e ,/3 (27r(n/3)) 
= n" V 2rm 10ll3)" 2rc(n 13)x/2 
= 3,, + ll,~/Trn. 
u(n. k) "-:. 2", '"e "~/2rrn/kke kV'27rk(n-  k)"- '~e k 'z~27r(n k)) uz 
= 2kn'Zx/n/kl'(n -- k) '~ ~(2rrk(n k)) 1/2 
2Xn"/kk(n - k)" kv/27r. 
Generally, an expression in the disjunctive tbrm may contain clauses 
with different numbers of  literals. If, however, no clause is to subsume 
any other clause, the longest expression consists of  clauses all with the 
same number of literals and therefore the maximum value of  tt(n, k) 
given in 4.5 is the answer sought for. In oider to establish this, we 
prove a more general theorem about partially ordered sets which is of  
some independent interest. 
Consider any partially ordered finite set P. We can always define the 
level of each node in the set in a natural manner. If a node is not greater 
than any node, its level is 0. If a node is greater than certain nodes and 
the maximal level of  these nodes is n, then its level is H + 1. As usu~d, a 
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chain is a simply ordered subset of  P, and an antichain is a subset in 
which no two nodes are comparable. A maximal chain (or antichain) is 
one to which no more nodes can be added to get a larger chain (or 
antichain). A chain is said to be complete if it includes a node from 
every level L i. Clearly, every complete chain is maximal. Our interest is 
to determine how large a (maximal) antichain could be. In general, an 
antichain A contains 0 or more nodes from each level. Let b i be the 
fraction of  L i that belongs to A; in other words, if L i contains t i nodes 
and a i of them belong to A, then b i = a i / t  i. 
4.6. General Combinatorial  Lemma. Let  P be a par'.ia;ly ordered set 
with n + 1 levels L o, ..., Ltz such that (1) every node ir~ every L i is smal- 
ler than some node in Li+ 1 ~f i < Jt and greater than some node in L i_ 1 
i f  i > O, and (2).t~)r eveo' i, each 17ode in L i belongs to a same number  
~4" maximal  chains. Let  A be any antichain in P, then ~b i <~ l .  
Proof. By condit ion ( l ), every maximal chain is complete. Since no 
,:hain can contain two nodes on the same level, any two sets of  chains 
going through any two nodes on the same level have no common mem- 
bers. Since every maximal chain goes through all levels, the value of  b i 
is, by (2), the same as the ratio of  the number of  maximal chains going 
through the a i nodes of  A and L i to the total number of  maximal chains. 
Moreover, since no two nodes of an antichain A can belong to a same 
maximal chain, the sum of  the numbers of maximal chains going through 
members of  A cannot be larger than the total number  of maximal chains. 
ttence, Zb i cannot  be greater than 1. More explicitly, we can consider b 0, 
b t .... successively. Clearly (~_,bi) - b 0 must be no greater than 1 - b 0 and 
generally, (Zbi) -- b 0 - ... - bi must be no greater than 1 -- b 0 -- ... - b]. 
Therefore Zb i <~ 1. 
Given 4.6, it is easy to derive as a corollary: 
4.7. Corollary. Any expressicm iJt the disjunctive Jbrm with n variables 
and wi thout  any clause .;ubsutned by another  can have at most  u~n, k) 
clauses, where k = [201 + 1 )/3 ]. 
The partially ordered set is the set of all the 3 ~1 clauses (including the 
empty clause) ordered by the relati~)n of  subsumption. These are ob- 
viously the n + 1 levels 0, 1, ..., n. Condit ions (1) and (2) are easily seen 
to be satisfied. Let A be any expression in the disjunctive form construe(~ 
as an antichain which is the set of clauses in A. Clearly, t i = u(n, i). By 
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4.6~ 
>i ~b i = ~(a i / t  i) = ~(a i /u(n,  i)~ . 1 
By 4.5, u(n.i) <~ u(n, k), where k = [2(n + 1)/3]. 
Therefore, 1 ~> Z(ai/u(n, i)) >~ Z(ai/ttOL k)) = Zai/~tOL k) . 
Hence, u(r,, k) >~ Ztl i. 
In other words, A cannot contain more than tt(H, k) clauses. 
Incidentally, 4.6 yields also as a corollary the familiar result on the 
largest antichain in the set of all subsets of { 1 .... , n} partially ordered 
by the relati,-.n of inclusion. Since the largest level is LI,/21 , the largest 
antichains contain (in~]21) nodes. 
Corollary 4.7 shows that among expressions with n variables which 
cannot be simplified by subsunlption, the largest number of clauses an 
expression can have is u(n, k) = 2~:(~), where k = [2Ul + 1//." '~'l. Such an 
expression is of coupe valid 
If we take away (say) all tile absolutely positive clauses from such 
an expression, we obtain a nonvalid expression which contains (,k, l )([~.) 
clauses 
If we are interested in counting not the number of clauses, but the 
number cf literals, we would need some addtional calculation. And we 
would be ~ onsidering 2ii(']) instead of 2i('~). 
~< 9i+1 (i + i n 2i('[) >>. )(i+l) if and only i f i  ~< 2n/3 • '~  • 
If 2n/3 is not an integer, then [2n/3J + 1 gives the maximum. Otherwise 
both 2n/3 and (2n/3) + 1 give the maximum. 
Another relevant classification is to subdivide all clauses with i literals, 
1 ,-~ i ~< n, into subsets according to the number of ne~a;'x! variables, 
Since there are n variables and each cla,se contains i variables, there 
are (~)(~/) clauses with j variables negated, 0 ~. i *~ i. It is easily seen that 
the numbers of members of the i + 1 subsets are the binomial coeffi- 
cients of (a + b) i. For example, consider the case i = 4, j = 2, leaving 
n >i 4 indefinite. Call the set K, (4,2). In terms of the truth table, Kn(4,2) 
covers all the rows in which at least two variables get the value 0 and at 
least two variablesget the value 1. But much smaller subsets of K,(4,2) 
can be found to cover the same rows, because there are many overlap- 
pings among rows covered by the clauses in K,~(4,2). 
Consider any disjunctive xpression in n variables. Each clause B with 
k variables (1 ~< k ~< n) covers 2"  k canonical clauses (i.e., rows in the 
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truth table with 2" clauses). We shall call these 2"  k clauses the 'range' 
of the clause B. Clearly, if we sum up the size of the ranges of all clauses 
in an expression A and get a value smaller than 2", then A cannot be 
valid. On the other hand, if the value is 2 n or more, A may be valid or 
not because the ranges may and generally do overlap. 
It is fairly easy to adapt familiar considerations on the combination 
of events in probability theory to give a theoretically elegant but practic- 
ally often inefficient general method for deciding whether an expression 
A in the disjunctive form with ~ variables is valid. 
Suppose the ~lauses in A are C l, ..., C m. Each clause C i is associated 
with a range t i as just explained. The expression A is valid if and only if 
the ranges t I , ..., t m together c ~ver all the 2 n rows in the truth table. To 
determine whether the latter is the case, we can calculate all the passible 
intersections of the ranges t i ,  . . . ,  tm.  
Given any pair of clauses C i and (7). (i 4:/, 1 ~< i, j -<< m), we can cal- 
culate the intersection tij of their ranges in the following manner. 
Case I. tij = 0, if C/and (~). are incompatible, i.e., there is at least one 
literal in ( ' /with its opposite in ().. 
('ase 2. (]. and (~) are consistent, i.e. Case 1 does not hold. Then they 
contain 0 or more common literals. If C i contains a literals and C/con-  
tains b literals and there are c liter,'fls in common, ther, there are 
2,~ o ~a*b-~c) rows which are covered by both C i and (~.. In other words, 
ti ! = tit//2tz, c 
We have to calculate then the intersection ti/k of three clauses C i, Cj, 
and ('k, etc. up to the intersection of all m clauses. The calculation is 
generally the same. If there is any incompatibility, the intersection is 0. 
Otherwise, they are all consistent, and the intersection is 2 n -a,  where d 
is the total number of distinct variables in the clauses. The following 
holds. 
4.8. Lemma. Let S 1 = Zt  i, S 2 -- ~F.,tij, S 3 = Zti] k, etc. Then the range fo r  
the who le  express ion A, or, #1 o ther  words,  the number  o f  rows covered 
is given b)" the fami l iar  fo rmula :  
p 
(1) t (A)  = S I -  S 2+S 3-- ... - ¢ - - l )mS m. 
To compute t (A) ,  we should include all rows which are contained in 
tit least one clause C t, but each row should be taken only opce. Let R 
be a row which appears in the ranges of exactly k clauses. Without loss 
of generality, we may take these to be C l, ..., C k. Clearly R makes k ~ 
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contributions to C i, ..., (~k-, (~) contributions to 5~2 (the pairs), etc. Hence, 
the total contribution in the above calculation is k -~ (~) + (~) - . . .  -+ (~). 
The value of this is 1, for k ~> 1, as is seen fYom the binomial formtda 
0=(1  .... l ) k= k 
Therefore, each row is cotmted exactly once, and the formula (1) is 
justified. 
It may be noted that the number of terms t i, t i j .  etc. add up to 
2 m --1: 
+ c ; ' )  + .  + = + 1Y" .... 1 
. " "111"  " 
Therefore, in the worst case, this method in its naked form is certainly 
exponential. The likely situation is often that for sufficiently large j, 
no ] clauses have all their ranges intersect. When that ~lappens, there 
will be no need to calculate Sk lbr k > j, since they will ~dl be 0. 
If we are only interested in estimates, we can to so ~:ae xtent avoid 
~he complicated interactions. For example, we may n,ake any partition 
of all the c!auses into disjoint subsets (e.g. pairs or triples etc.). We can 
then calculate the local overlz:pping in each subset and add tip all the 
possibilities t f these ranges. It is then also clear that the value must be 
1> 2 't for an e~pression with ~ variables to be valid. 
5. Hard examples and negative results 
We ha're described previously the conse,lsus method and its dual, tile 
resolution methocl. Each metht:d can be used either as a proof proce- 
dure or as a decision procedure. In either case, there is a choi~:e as to 
whether to add another ule by which a clause subsuming some other 
clause is to be deleted. We shall, to simplify matters, confine our at- 
tention to the consensus method as a decision procedure and do not 
include the rule of subsumption. 
More explicitly, we begin witil an expression A in the ttifur~ctive 
form (i.e., a finite collection of clauses which are conjunctions of literals) 
and use the single consensus rule to create new clauses. It is known that 
A is valid if and only if we can generate from A by the consensus rule 
both p and ~ for some variable p. A natural question to ask is whether 
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we can find examples which are hard to decide by tiffs crude method. 
Since the only rule generates AB from Aq and Bq, it is clear that we 
can often generate longer clauses from shorter ones. It is therefore highly 
plausible that, by suitable choice, we can find expressions which are har~ 
to decide. For example, it seems likely that we can choose suitable valid 
expressions ..i, so tl~at only by going through malay longer clauses can w, 
reach p and p ibr some variable p. Similarly, it seems likely that we can 
find nonvalid expressions with a large number of possible consequence:; 
by the consensus rule. 
Consider for example the class Kn(4,2) mentioned before. Suppose, 
for each n, we have found some small subset A n of K, (4,2) which con- 
tains all the n variables and co mrs all the rows of the truth table covered 
by K~(4,2). The consensus rule creates, among other things, all the prime 
implicants and there are many of them (compare [4]). Moreover, in the 
process of arriving at these short clauses, we would generally generate a
lot more longer clauses. Since the possible applications of the consen- 
sus rule are quite uniform and rig!d in each case, the problem cf finding 
examples which would require exponential time to decide by lhe con- 
sensus method appears to be a manageable combinatorial prolzlem that 
is highly relevant o a better understanding of the tautology problem. We 
plan to look more closely at this problem in continuing our studies be- 
yond the present paper. S.A. Cook and lmre Simon have obtained certain 
result~ along this general ine. 
Meanwhile, it is of interest o look at an ingenious et of special exam- 
ples constructed by Tseitin [ 10]. These examples are contradictory ex- 
pressions in the conjunctive form. And Tseitin shows that exponential 
time is necessary in order to decide them by the resolution method even 
as a proof (or rather refutation) procedure, subject o a restriction of 
"regularity". In other words, for these examples, even the shortest paths 
lea, ding to p and p for some variable p are of exponential length relative 
to the ,ength of the original expressions. The notion of regularity is to 
exctutle the reintroduction i another branch of a literal eliminated by 
the ct~t rt~le in one branch. More exactly, a resolution refutation is ir- 
regular if there is some sequence of expressions A l, -.., Ak from the re- 
futation such that each A i is one of the parent clauses in gener~ting the 
resolvent Ai+ I , 1 ~< i ~< k, and such that there is some literal wt~ich ap- 
pears in both/t~ and A k but not in all the expressions between them. 
The meaning of the restriction to regular efutations is not well unde~- 
stood, 
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For our present purpose, it is more perspicuous to describe Tseitin's 
examples in terms of biconditionals. His graphic representation defines 
a rectangular grid for each pair of integers n and k. Take the simple case 
when n = 4, k = 3. 
(0,3) P03 
q0., ......... i ! 
(0,0) P00 
P33 (4,3) 




. . . .  J 
P30 (4,0) 
The four conerns ~:re at (0,0), (n,0), (0,k), (n, k). The edges on the 
grid are associated with propositional variables in an obvious manner. 
The two edges starting at (i,/) are associated with Pij (the horizont;d) 
and qq (the vertical). There are, therefore, 2n/< + n + 1( variables (edges) 
avd (n + I)(k + 1) nodes. To each node is associated ai~ expression in- 
volving the variables on the edges which meet at the node. 
5.1. Generm form of the grid problem 
For each pair n and k, 2 u~ +~ )(k + I) expressions are defined by choos- 
ing for each node one expression t'rom a pair in t~e following manner: 
(1) For the four corners, we choose in each case one clause t¥om the 
pair {p iffq, p iff {/}, where p, q are the variables meeting at the node; 
(2) For the four boundaries, we choose for each node one clause 
from the pair {p i f fq iffs, p i f fq  iffs}, where p, q, s meet at the node; 
(3) For each internal node, we choose one clause from the pair 
{p i f fq iffs ifft, p i f fq i f fs iff ?}, wherf p, q,s, t meet at the node. 
For each total choice of(n + 1)(k + 1) clauses, we take their conjunction 
as one expression. 
It rurns out that the choices correspond in a simple way with the sta- 
tus of the resulting expression. Let each choice from a pair get the index 
1 or 0 according as whether it contained a negated variable or not. Then 
the expression is contradictory if and only if the sum of the indices i~ 
odd. 
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5.2. A special set o f  grid problem,~ {G i} 
tt is sufficient o consider the special c.ase when n = k and when all 
indices except one (say the one at the origin) are 0. These form an in- 
finite set of contradictory expressions hard to refute by the resolution 
method. For example, G 3 would be the conjunction of the following 
t 6 clauses: 
( l )a  i f f / ,  c iffd, I ~ iff q, J i f f  g; 
(2)s i f f t  i f fy,  a i f fu i f fb, s i f fz i f fq, b i f fo i f fc,  
d i f fw iffe, e i f fn  ifff, g i f f j  i f fh, h i f f i  i f fp;  
(3) u i f fy  i f fk  iffx, x i f f r  i f fw iffr, r i f fn i f f / i f fm,  
m i f fk  i f f i  i f fz. 
p h g 
! v i x | w i 
! ~ t¢ I v ' 
L I 1 
a b e 
It should ~e noted that th ~" clauses in each G i are  closely connected 
together. When the clauses a:e written as conjunctions of disjunctions 
of literals and the cut rule is applied, we keep on getting longer expres- 
sions. In terms of the biconditional form, the cut rule essentially leads 
from p iff A and p iff B to A iff B. And we get no simplifications until 
we come to the end of the whole process. These vague remarks are of 
course only meant to suggest plausibility bu~ they could be worked out 
more exactly to yield an alternative proof of Tseitin's result. We shall 
not undertake this task and the reader is referred to [ 10] for a proof 
that the evaluation of the set G i of grid problems by the "regular" re- 
solution method requires exponential time. In the next section, we shall 
give an efficient decision procedure for a natural class of expressions. 
which includes all of Tseitin's examples. 
Another set of interesting examples has been suggested in [8] and 
[ 1 I. We shall refer to this class as the "occupancy problems". For each 
tl, the occupancy problem of level n says intuitively that n objects can- 
not occupy all of fin + 1) holes. We express this fact by a Boolean ex- 
pression in disjunctive form as follows. 
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5.3. The occupancy problems 
Let Pij say intuitively that hole i contains object/  ( 1 < i <~ n + 1, 
1 ~< j ~ n). For each n, the expression O, is a disjunction of the follow- 
ing clauses: 
For 1 <~ i <<. j ~ n + 1, 1 <~ k <~ n, PikPjk (hole i and hoie j both contain 
object k). For 1 <~ i ~< n + 1, i ) i t  "'" Pin (!10 object is in hole i). 
(Intuitively, 3i3] 3 kpi kPjk v 3 i Vnpi n). 
In other words, either some object occupies two holes or there is an 
unoccupied hole. It is easy to calculate that O,, contains not + 1) vari- 
ables and ("~ l)n + (n + 1) = (n + 1)n2/2 + (n + 1 ) = (n + 1)(n 2 + 2)/2 
clauses. It has been calculated [ i ] that by the routine application of 
the resolution or consensus method, the "length" for deciding O, is 
exponential: ~;,(n + 3)2 t~ - 2 
5.4. 
The special case O 3 is, for example, a disjunction ~_,; the following 
twenty-two clauses: 
( I)  ~b~, a~fl, ~/~-~is, .fyz-; (2) ad, art, ax. dtt, dx, ux ; 
(3) be, co, by, ev, ey, oy; (4) t:[~ cw, c-, jit', .Lz, wz. 
6. ? feasible decision procedure for biconditional expressions 
The main purpose of this section is to give a quick decision proce- 
dure for the class of expressions which are conjunctions of chains of bi- 
conditionals that join literals by the biconditional connective ill,. 
6.1. The biconditional is commutative and a~ssociative: hence, we can 
use the notation A I iff ... iff A, for a chain of biconditionals. Of course, 
this is analogous to disjunctk n and conjunction rather than =; for ex- 
ample, A iff B iff C does not mean i.hat A i f fB and B iff C. 
6.2. In any chain of biconditionals, we can move any negation sign 
governed irectly by iff to govern the whole chain: hence, any even 
number of negation signs can be dropped (for example i} iff q iff li is 
equivalent top  i f fq i f fh o rp  i f fq i f fn ori) i f fq i f fn )so  that at most 
one term of the chain begins with a neg;~tion sign, 
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6.3. Whenever a literal occurs twice in a chain of biconditionals, both 
occurrences can be dropped; hence, no term has to occur more than 
once (in a chain of k~ngth t> 3). 
In view of these and related properties of if f, it is desirable to ~dngle 
out iff in a given expression. For example, if a disjunctive form contains 
the clauses pqn,  pqh,  f iqn,  fi i in, we can replace them by p iff q iff n. Be- 
fore considering more general ways of using biconditionals to speed up 
decisions, we consider first an elegant special case. 
6.4. An expression is in (single literal conjunctive) biconditional normal 
form if it is a conjunction of ,:lauses each of which is single literal or a 
chain of biconditionals in which each term is a literal. 
We do not know whether each expression can be turned quickly into 
such a normal form, but once an expression is in this form, a general 
method can be applied to decide whether it is satisfiable. Take any ex- 
pression A, in this biconditional form. Suppose it contains n variables 
P~ . . . .  , P,z. By 6.2 and 6.3, we can simplify A so that each clause con- 
tains no more than n terms with no more than one variable negated. Let 
B be the simplified expression, l fA or B contains any clause Pi i f fP i ,  it 
can be dropped: ifA or B is simply Pi i f fP i ,  then B and A are of course 
satisfiable, l fA or B contains a clause Pi iffPi, then B (and therewith A) 
is not satisfiable and we are through. Therefore, we can assume there 
are no such clauses and each clause contains each variable at most once. 
A or B may also contain clauses of the form Pi or Pi. If for some i, A or 
B contains Pi and Pi, we are through because B (and therewith A) is not 
satisfiable. 
In general, B contains chains of biconditionals and possibly single 
l~terat clauses. Consider all chains containing Pt, if there are any. They 
are (say) Pl iffA~, ..., Pi i f fAm"  
6.5. The conjunction o fp  iffA l, .... p i f fA  m is satisfiable if and only if 
the conjunction o fA  t iffA 2, ..., A m_ 1 iffAm is. 
Suppose an assignment is given which makes p iff A 1, ..., p iff A,n all 
true. p is assigned 0 or 1. In either case, A l, ..., Am all get the same va~.ue. 
On tile other hand. suppose A I iff A 2, ..., A m _ i iff A m has a true assign- 
ment. Then A l ..... A m all get the same value. If we give p that value, then 
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p, A 1, ..., A m all get the same value. If we give p that value, then p iff 
Al, ..., p iffA m are all true. 
Hence, we can replace the m clauses Pl iff A x .... , pj iff A m by the 
(m-  1) clauses A 1 iffA 2 .... , Am- 1 iffAm, which ca,~ again be simpli- 
fied by applying 6.2 and 6.3. Observe that the resulting clauses are 
each at most of length n -- 1, and therefore the increase in length is 
well under control. In the process, we may generate single literal c!au- 
ses or Pi i f fpi  or Pi iffPi. These are treated as betbre. Now that we 
have eliminated Pl, except possibly in a single literal clause, with little 
expansion, we can continue with the other variables in the same manner. 
In the final result (if we have not reached a decision earlier), we can have 
only clauses of the following four forms: Pi, l)i , Pn iffPn, Pn iff/J,z" if 
there is a clause of the form Pn iff,fin, then the original expression A is 
not satisfiable; similarly if there are two clauses l~i and Pi with the same 
i. Otherwise, we can assign 1 to pj for each clause of the form pj and 0 
to P/c for each clause of the form Pk. It is then seen that A is satisfiable. 
Therefore, we get: 
6.6. Ever?/expression i  the biconditional form (as defined) can be de- 
cided quickly for satisfiability. 
This sin,vie case can be seen to apply i:a a natural way to tile exam- 
ples in [ 10i including those described under 5.1 and 5.2. 
We turn now to the question of using biconditionals in more general 
situations. Fur this purpose, we shall begin with expressions in disjunc- 
tive normal form. 
We note first that any valid expression A in disjunctive form with ~ 
variables Pi, "-, Pn could be turned into a disjunction of pl iff ... iffPn 
(call it B) and its negation by fairly simple rules. Clearly B and B each 
covers exactly half the trttth table. By expanding A into the canonical 
normal form, we can easily arrive at a disjunction of B and B. As a 
universal method, such a procedure does not assure speedy decisions. 
The relevance of the above remark is only that we could try to create 
biconditional~ from any given expression, if there are suitable reasons 
for doing so. For example, if all or nearly all clauses making t:p a chain 
of biconditionals are explicitly present. 
Analogous to the method of variable elimination, we have also a pos- 
sibility of transmuting an expression: 
6.7. The transmutation rule. Given any expression A(p)  containing a
variable p and any expression B, A(/~) is v~id if and only if the conjunc- 
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tion of A (B) and A(B) is valid, where A (B) or A (/3) is obtained from 
A(p) by substituting B or B for all occurrences of p. 
Suppose A(p) is valid, and ql, ..-, q,~ are all the other variables in A(p). 
Then A(0) ^  A(1) is valid, i.e., whatever values the other variables take, 
A(0) and A(1) are always true. Consider now any assignment to A(B) 
and A(Jg-), i.e., a choice of truth values for ql .... , qn as well as the addi- 
tional variables, if any, in B. For any such assignment, B gets the value 
0 or 1. If B gets 0, the value of A(B) is the same as A(0) and that of A(B) 
is the same as A(1), for that assignraent of values to ql, ..., qn" Similarly, 
if B gets 1. 
Conversely, suppose A(B)/ .  A(B) is valid. Then every assignment to 
ql .... , q,, and additional variables in B makes A(B) and A(/~) true. Each 
assignment gives B the value 0 (and therefore B the value 1) or the value 
1 (and therefore B the value 0). Therefore, for that particular assign- 
ment to ql, ..., qn, A(0) and A(1) are both true. Since this is true of all 
assignments o ql, --., qn, A(0) ^  A(I ) is valid. Therefore, A(p) is valid. 
In particular, it is not excluded that B may contain p. 
In the general situation, the transmutation ffe~ little advantage, 
since the possible elimination of a variable p is paid by doubling (or 
worse) the size of the expression. There are however cases where we 
could gain by the rule. One example would be when we have a bicon- 
ditional p i f fB as a clause in an expression A(p) in disjunctive form, 
say (p i f f  B) v R(p). In that case, A(B) becomes (B iff B) v R(B) and 
can be dropped, while A(B) becomes (B i f fB) v R(B'), which can be 
simplified to Rd/). 
In particular, if an expression in disjunctive form conta ns two 
clauses pq and ~b~, say pq v Pfl v R(p), we can simplify it to (p i f fq) vR(p) 
and then to R(//), which is a desirable way of eliminating the variable p. 
7. Two partial methods and an indication of two generic methods 
We consider in this section a method of inversion and a method of 
counterterms that involve parallel eliminations of variables. We shall 
also briefly indicate two generic methods which we plan to investigate 
systematically in a future paper, viz. the method of size calculations 
and tile method of composite xpressions with symbolic abbreviations. 
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7.1. A method of  hi rersion 
We observe that if an expJ ession in disjunctive form does not con- 
tain any absolutely positive clauses (or similarly negative ones), then it 
cannot be valid. For example, if there is no clause ~ which no variable 
is negated, then by assigning every variable the value 1, the whole ex- 
pression must get the value 0. In any expression A if we "invert" any 
variable by substituting a variable p for i3 aT~d 17 for p, then the result is 
valid if and only if A is. Hence, we can sometimes try to invert suitable 
variables to eliminate absolutely positive clauses (or absolutely negative 
ones). Of course, if the expression is valid, we cannot find such inver- 
sions. And it is possible to establish that such inversions do not exist. 
This yields a decision method which is not efficient in the general case 
but is effective for certain interesting special cases. 
The inversion method is closely related to the concept of giant terms 
introduced in 3.4. 
7.1.1. Let A be an expression in the disjunctive form. There is a giant 
term forA (i.e:A is not valid) if and only if there is an inversion of A 
which contains no absolutely positive clause. 
Suppose ~here is a giant term G for A, say ~ v q v ?~ v t. That means 
A contains no clause which makes p~s-i true. Suppose a, b, c. d are all 
the other va_~ables in A. Then A Ltoes not cover the row in the truth 
table which makes abcdp~s7 true. Therefore, if we invert q aJld t. the 
result obtained can cofitain no absolutely positive clause, bec~luse any 
such clause would cover the missing row. 
Conversely, suppose there is an inversion of A, say q to ~ and t to t-, 
which yields a disjunction B that contains no absolutely positive clauses. 
Suppose a, b, c, d, p, q, s, t are the only variables in A. Then 
v/i  v ~ v d v p v q v s v t must be a giant term for B, since every clause 
in B contains at least one negative literal. But then a v ~ v ~ v if' v p v q v s v t 
would be a giant term for A. 
By taking advantage of certain special features of the occupancy 
problem, we can decide all its cases efficiently with the method of ira- 
version and the r,qated concept of giant terms. Consider, tor illustration, 
the simple case 0 3 mentioners' above. A first mechanically recognizable 
feature is that the claases in the expression can be separated into groups 
containing different literals: 
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0~. A l : ad, art, ax, du. dx, ux;  
A ~ : be, by. by,  ev, ~:v, oy; 
A3: ( j ,  cw. ca./i~,, fz .  v.,2; 
B 1 : gtbi:; B? : ~.1" : B 3 : ti~)ii,'; B 4 : 2.i'~. 
No two clauses in any two different groups have any literal in common. 
We now ask whether there is any giant term for 0 3 . There are altogeth- 
er ! 2 variables, Therefore, a giant term must contain no more than 12 
literals, Consider A l first, it is easy to see that at least three variables must 
occur in a giant term. Similarly with A 2 and A 3. Hence, we need 9 un- 
negated variables for A l , A 2, A 3. But each of  B l, B 2, B 3, B 4 needs one 
additional literal since all literals in them are negative. Therefore, we 
need at least 1 2 literals to mak~ a giant term which is impossible. Hence, 
0 3 is valid. 
Observe that if we delete any clause, say ux, we would have a giant 
term, viz. the disjunction of a, d, b, v, y, j; w, z, t;, O, ii, 2. Therefore, 
the result obtained from 0 3 by deleting any single clause is not valid. 
It is not hard to convince oneself that the decision procedure can be 
mechanized and it applies efficiently to all cases of the occupancy pro- 
blem. The natural objection is that the success depends too heavily on 
the special features of the occupancy problem. But our motive in includ- 
ing this solution is rather to illustrate a general point that metalogical 
arguments can be mechanized. In fact, we are currently developing a
generic metamethod which has a similar flavor. 
The basic idea is to find efficient ways of calculating how many 
rows of the truth table can be covered by the clauses in a given expres- 
sion. Such calculations are possible when speed is not the issue, accord- 
ing to 4.8. But our goal is to find systematic shortcuts to eliminate re- 
peated calculations which add nothing new. 
We give here a few simple examples to illustrate the type of cop.qder- 
ations we intend to study in a systematic way. 
7.2. Examples  o f  size calculat ions 
7. 2.1. The d is junct ion o J? pq.  pr, qi'. The three clauses are mutually in- 
consistent, and there are three variables. Each clause covers two rows 
of the truth table. Hence, exactly six of the eight rows are covered. 
Hence, the expression is not valid. 
7.2.2, Consider the two clauses pqr  and pqs. They cover the same rows 
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as pqrg and pqs because pqrs is subsumed by pqs and gives no new rows. 
This is a standard way of eliminating intersections of two ranges. 
7.2.3. The expression is the disjunction of: 
(1) p~, (2) fir, (3) q~, (4) pq, (5) p/:, (6) 0r.  
We replace (1) by p~r, piir, (2) by prq, since/~ril s ~een to be redun- 
dant by the presence of (6). Replace (3) by qrp, since qrp contains (5). 
Replace (4) by nothing, since i~qr and t~qr are present (from (2) and (3)). 
Replace (5) by p~q, (6) by #rp. We get altogether six clauses, and the 
expression isnot valid. Actually, the replacement of (2) by fJrq can also 
be avoided by appealing to (5). 
7.2.4. IFhe expression is the disjunction of: 
( l )rs,  (2)~s, (3)~r, (4)i~,~-, (5)pq, (6)p~:. 
As we compare (1) with (3), we see their ranges overlap on rsq. There- 
fore, we can replace rs by rsq. We then compare it with (5) and see that 
it can be replaced by rsq~b. No other clause is consistent with this, and 
we get (1') rsq.fi. Next, (2) is consistent only with (6) and (5). Because 
of (5), wc can omit the possibility of including p. We have therefore: 
(2') isfi O:spq dropped by (5), ~spq by first clause). 
The claus,~ (3) is only consistent with (4). It gi,,'es way to (3') (its, qrps. 
Now clause (4) is consistent with none of (1'), (2'), (3'), (5), (6). So it 
remains unchanged. 
Clause (5) is only consistent with (6). It gives w:~y to (5') pqr. 
Clause (6) is consistent with none. So we have (l '), (2'), (3'), (4), (5'), 
(6). The calculation gives 1 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 4 + 2 + 4 = 16. Hence the ex- 
pression is valid. 
7.2.5. The example 0 3 again. 
(I) ~bc- de-f c¢~; xyz  
(2) ad au ax du dx ux 
(3) be by by ev ey vy 
(4) cf  cw cz fw fz wz. 
We have 12 variables. In (2), 4 variables occur. Of tire 1 6 possibilities, 
one leaves nothing negated, 4 with one negated, 6 with two negated, 1
with all negated. The six clauses cover all possibilities when at most two 
ale negated. We have, therefore, (11/16) X 212. 
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In (3), we would have the sarae (11/!6)  X 212 except for the fact that 
some of these rows have already been covered, and we need only include 
what is left after 11 / I t) of the table is covered. Theretore, we have 
(5/16)(1 t/16)212 new rows covered by (3). 
When we come to the clauses in (4), we do the same thing. 
1 -- (11/16) .... (5/16)(11/16) = 25/28. tlence, the number of new rows 
covered is: (11/16)(25/28)212 = 275. 
Thus far we have covered (11)28 + (55)24 + 275 = 2816 + 880 + 275 = 
3971 rows. 4096 ..... 3971 = 125. 
Consider now the clauses in (1). The clause ~/J/~ covers only the rows 
in which at least three of tile four variables in each of (2), (3), (4) are 
negated. That means a~/~x, dugf, dh.~, d:u.~? for (2) and similarly for (3) 
and (4). Hence, we have 43 = o4. Alternatively, the only rows not 
covered by (2), (3), (4) are those in which at least three of a, d, u, x 
are negated, also three of b, e, u, y, and three of c, 1; w, z. Hence, we 
get 53 = 125. When we come to alL'l, we again have 64 possibilities of 
which 27 are covered by a~: because ux, o v, wz each with at least one 
negated is covered. !lence, we have 64 ~ 27 = 37. Similarly, it~)~v cover 
only 64 .... 27 .... (27 ~-- 8) = 18 rows. The number 8 is the overlapping 
of abe and def: since we have also now, .~vz can have any of the 8 pos- 
sibilities. Finally, .~:),z covers only 6 rows because of the stringent con- 
ditions: (1) at least oneofabc  (de]; vow) must be positive; (2) at least 
three of adux (bevy, cJ~vz) must be negative. 
Therefore, since 64 + 37 + l 8 + 6 = 125, we get all the 4096 rows and 
03 is valid. 
The: treatment of Tseitin's examples by the use of biconditionals i
meant to illustrate another general point which we plan to pursue ex- 
tensively in working with composite xpressions with the help of sym- 
bolic abbreviations. The biconditionals may be thought of as a natural 
existing method of abbreviation. They deviate from the familiar normal 
forms. The approach which we are in the process of developing refrains 
from turning intermediate composite xpressions into standard ~aormal 
form and introduces abbreviations systematically to deal with complex 
exoressions indirectly through their symbolic representations. We have 
worked out a few complex examples which are rather too involved to 
be included here. Moreover, there are a number of theoretical points 
which are not yet sufficiently clear to us. 
We give another partial method which is useful for many problems 
and use it to suggest another general approach. 
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7. 3. The method of counterterms 
Assume given an expression in disjunctive form. Tile method is 
especially appropriate when there are many short clauses. We choose a 
few variables to make up the "'seed". Roughly we take the most fre- 
quently occurring variables, but in special cases we e~:mnine whether 
they occur ill many different combinations of pairs, etc, For example, 
we may choose six variables a, b, c, d, e, f as the seed. 
We try out all 64 possioilities of these variables to find out whether 
each possibility implies the original expression. Consider now one pos- 
sibility, say a[~cdFj. We compare this with each clause of tile given ex- 
pression and take any one which is consistent with abcdi'for its exten- 
sion and contains one additional variable. For example, we may have a 
clause a~p. In that ease., we extend abcdi;fto abcd~:lp. This counter ~
term includes certain rows of the truth table not covered by a~;p. More~ 
over, all rows covered by abcdff but not by abedel'p are covered by atT~. 
Case 1 : Positive termination. After some steps, we arrive a! (say) 
abcdOfi~qs-tn, and there is a clause (say) a~;Jt contained in it. This means 
that abcde-f implies the original expression, i.e., it covers no rows not 
covered b3' the original expression. To see this, we argue as follows. 
Certainly ti~e whole counterterm covers no new rows not covered by 
ak)l. But ab~,ti.;t~qstn contains no rows not covered by A h which caused 
n to be adder. Continuing thus, we see that abode;f covers no rows not 
covered by c!~ uses in the original expression. When we have a positive 
termination i this sense, we can add abcd~fto the original expression 
without affecting validity. 
Case 2: Negative termination. We have succeeded in expanding the 
counterterm so that all clauses of the original expressions are invohed 
either by interaction or by prior contradiction and yet there is no clause 
in the original expression contained in the c(mnterterm. In this case, we 
can conclude that the original expression is not valid and stop, because 
we have found a row of the truth table not covered by the original ex- 
pression. 
Case 3: Undecided case. Neither I nor 2 occurs because :here are 
cla~lses which are not involved by interaction. In this case, we may sep- 
arate the original expression into B v R, so that R is the rest and we can 
ask the new question whether A ~ R, or.~t v R is valid. This is a simpler 
problem especially since A is a disjunction of single litcrals. It can ~dso 
be treated by the counterterm ethod. 
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Generally, we do not work on the undecided cases until we have 
tried all 64 possibilities because any time we get a negative termination 
we are through. 
Previously in Section 4, we have remarked on the fact that "truly 
fat" expressions are decidable in polynomial time relative to the length 
of the expressions even though in absolute terms the time required is 
usually long, We wish to remark here on a related phenomenon about 
the length of the clauses in an expression. When the clauses are long, 
the decision is again relatively easy because a large number of clauses 
would then be necessary to make tire expression valid. The observa- 
tion 4.4 in Section 4 is an illustration of this general point. The method 
of counterterms is specially su table for expressions with short clauses, 
It does not necessarily work well, however, for expressions where clauses 
had been artificially shortened by the introduction of dummy variables 
as described earlier in Section 3. 
The relevance of such partial methods for the tautology problem is 
justified by the lbllowing envisaged possibility. We may reach a i'osi' 
tire solution by combining a number of d iffercnt methods appropriate 
to difi\;rent ypes of expression. The only essential requirement is that 
we can determine in polynomial time the type of each expression and 
that the appropriate method always terminates in polynomial time. 
Moreover, from the efficiency point of view, even if a certain generic 
method decides all Boolean expressions in polynomial time, it may 
handle certain types of problems much more readily than others. There ~ 
ibre, a good startegy may be to have a preliminary examination of a 
given expression to decide which line of attack is best suited to the ex- 
pression in question. 
In conclusion, we have thus suggested three possible lines of attack 
which may on further study be shown to yield a positive solution to 
the tautology problem, viz. ( 1 ) the method of symbolic workthrough 
(dealing directly with composite xpressions), (2) the method of size 
calculations, (3) a plurality of partial methods which taken together 
deals successfully with all possible xpressions. 
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